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United States national security operations in the Balkans, Iraq and Afghanistan
highlighted the importance of interagency interdependence across the full spectrum of
operations. Joint publications, Army field manuals and numerous speakers at the U.S.
Army War College have espoused a whole-of-government approach, but coordination
continues to be the national mantra. U.S Departments provide resources that are out of
balance and not effectively integrated to maximize results. The military instrument of
power continues to fill the vacuum created by inadequate resourcing of the remaining
instruments. This imbalance between Ends, Ways, and Means must be rectified to
ensure the most effective response in the current strategic environment. Regionally, the
U.S. Government must move from a Cold War, military-centric, coordination based
organization to an all-inclusive integrated construct. By changing the Ways from
coordination to integration, and rightfully balancing the Means, the USG can efficiently
plan and execute a whole-of-government approach worldwide. This paper proposes an
Interagency Regional Operations Center as the answer to the Ends, Ways, and Means
imbalance.

REBALANCING THE REGIONAL D.I.M.E.

Interagency interdependence is essential in today’s world of full spectrum
operations. No matter where a mission falls on the spectrum, a whole-of-government
approach should be the standard. Since the end of the Cold War, operations in the
Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan required this partnership across Executive Branch
Departments. In Iraq, one of the contributing factors toward the success of the surge
was the fusion of Multi-National Force-Iraq (MNF-I) and US Mission-Iraq into a joint
campaign plan. During my 2007-08 assignment to MNF-I, I could see positive changes.
Both staffs began to integrate more during planning and execution and both staffs
worked to achieve a set of common objectives outlined across the United States
Government (USG). Yet, despite the successes in Iraq, rhetoric for a synchronized and
integrated approach that capitalizes on all national instruments of power in fulfillment of
national objectives continued to be an elusive goal in everyday operations.
The end state must be an integrated and interdependent organization where
planning and executing a whole-of-government approach is maximized across the full
spectrum of operations. However, interdepartmental coordination is flawed.
Conceptually, there are an inordinate number of agencies across the USG to
coordinate, each with its own mission set, limited resources and internal priorities.
Additionally, USG departments provide varied resources that are out of balance and not
effectively integrated to maximize results. This imbalance between the Ends, Ways, and
Means is important and must be addressed to provide the most effective response
across the full spectrum of operations in a post-Cold War strategic environment. 1 This

research offers a solution to the Ends, Ways, and Means imbalance through
interdependence at the regional level.
U.S. National Power
The United States application of power at the regional level is too heavily
dependent on the Department of Defense’s (DOD) Geographic Combatant
Commanders (CCDR). Department of Defense CCDRs have stepped in to fill the
vacuum created in the execution of the diplomatic, economic, and informational
instruments of power because there is no Department of State (DOS) or civilian agency
with adequate representation and resources present. The United States Government’s
overreliance and default to the military instrument of power (Means), and the military’s
continued acceptance of more foreign affairs missions, is resulting in a skewed
application of U.S. power (d.i.M.e.) instead of a more balanced approach (D.I.M.E.) 2.
Most scholars regard power as “the strength of capacity that provides the ability
to influence the behavior of other actors in accordance with one’s own objectives.” 3
National power is contextual, though, in that it can be evaluated only in terms of all the
power elements (diplomatic, informational, military, economic), and only in relation to
the players and situation where the power is used. 4 Although national power is
historically linked with military capacity, since war is the ultimate display of power, the
military element alone cannot determine national power. 5 In today’s model, the
interagency departments coordinate Ways and Means to achieve national objectives
(Ends).
Diplomacy is the State Department’s primary function, although diplomacy never
functions in isolation from the other instruments of power. Diplomacy fundamentally
consists of the constant assessment of other countries’ power potential, perceived vital
2

interests, and relationship with other states, in an attempt to maximize and assure a
country’s vital interests. 6 The DOS exercises diplomacy on behalf of the United States
by stationing U.S. Ambassadors in countries around the world and then reciprocating by
accepting foreign ambassadors on our soil. U.S. Ambassadors operate in U.S.
embassies around the globe and typically have political, economic, and administrative
offices that interface regularly with foreign governments. The ambassador is a diplomat
and as such is an agent of the USG ordered to carry out instructions from authorized
superiors. It is important for the United States to maintain a civilian face on the
diplomatic and economic instruments of power. If the military is the perceived owner of
these instruments, the USG’s ability to influence and work with other countries and nongovernmental organizations is potentially diminished. Unbalanced military growth from
2005 to 2008 left the impression internationally that American foreign policy was being
“militarized.” 7 This is not the impression America should portray.
The Department of State has faced serious reductions in capacity over the last
20 years while the Department of Defense has experienced exponential growth. Even
though the founding fathers created DOS to be the face of American foreign policy, its
capabilities and punch have atrophied over the years. Created separately under the
U.S. Constitution to represent the United States in foreign affairs, the lines continue to
blur as domestic and international politics look to the DOD to perform more nontraditional roles across the international spectrum. The CCDRs are the senior ranking
USG official in the region and are well-resourced compared to other USG agencies.
Therefore, the CCDRs are expected to take a more active role in wielding the
diplomatic, informational and economic instruments of power to obtain and secure U.S.
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national security interests. As CCDRs get more involved in all aspects of the D.I.M.E.,
the balance between the instruments of power becomes more skewed in favor of the
military; and a natural friction emerges because one aspect of national power attempts
to control the others. A military face on the diplomatic, informational and economic
instruments of power is not always received well across the international community.
DOS or DOD
The Department of State has seen massive capacity and budget cuts since the
end of the Cold War. During the 1990s, both the executive and legislative branches of
the USG rushed to cash in on the perceived peace dividend created with the demise of
the Soviet Union. 8 Several blue-ribbon studies revealed the U.S. Government cut
funding for foreign affairs programs from over $5 billion in 1996 to approximately $3.6
billion in 2000 (1996 dollars). 9 During the early part of this decade, the administration
often overlooked DOS and gave it a back-seat to DOD. Despite efforts over the last 4
years to build up the State Department’s capabilities, a recent study by the Foreign
Affairs Council found the State Department would need to hire 1,100 new staff just to
meet its current obligations. 10 The limited DOS budget has atrophied its regional
capabilities and forced it to focus limited resources at the country-team embassy level.
The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the U.S.
Information Agency (USIA), both integral partners of DOS, also experienced
tremendous capacity and budget cuts. USAID was compelled to reduce its Foreign
Service and Civil Service staff from about 12,000 personnel during the 1970s to a little
over 2,000 today. In addition, USIA which employed more than 8,000 personnel
worldwide in 1996, lost the majority of its workforce and was forced to merge with an
already understaffed and underresourced DOS. 11 The DOS budget authority was so
4

meager during the late 1990s that the department often had to forego hiring any new
Foreign Service Officers. 12
The Department of Defense’s capabilities far outweigh that of the State
Department in both budget authority and personnel available to accomplish the mission.
In the President’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 budget submission, the request for all
Department of State appropriations totaled $16.39 billion, an increase in $1.9 billion
from FY2009. Of the total DOS submission, a mere $12 billion was for managing and
administering all foreign affairs operations. 13 Under current budget levels, the DOS
manages all U.S. foreign affairs with over 180 nations with about 9,000 Foreign Service
Officers spread across all U.S. embassies, the interagency, and within the State
Department. 14 USAID’s FY2010 budget submission totaled only $32 billion for
assistance to those 180 nations. 15 Taken together, DOS and USAID budget authorities
were approximately 7.5 percent of DOD’s FY2010 request.
In stark comparison, the President’s FY2010 budget requested $663 billion for
the Department of Defense, an increase in $20.5 billion of discretionary budget authority
from FY2009. 16 As for capacity, the DOD employs approximately 1.68 million uniformed
military members17 backed up by 800,000 civilian personnel 18 across the globe to
secure the U.S. and promote national interests. While both DOS and DOD see a
greater need for increased budgets and capacity within the DOS, the foreign affairs
budget has always been a tougher sell to Congress than the military budget. 19
The DOD Geographic Combatant Commanders are naturally filling the void
created by the State Department’s lack of resources at the regional level. In 1986, the
99th Congress passed the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization
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Act (GW-N) to, among other things, “place clear responsibility on the commanders of
the unified and specified combatant commands for the accomplishment of missions
assigned to those commands.” 20 Since the GW-N Act, and absent a similar DOS
capability, the CCDR has become the U.S. Government’s top wielder of U.S. power
regionally.
From a military perspective, the CCDR owns all U.S. forces in his geographic
area (regardless of Service affiliation), can submit budget requests directly to the
Department of Defense, and reports directly to the Secretary of Defense and President.
From the CCDR’s purview, he is the only U.S. regional representative and should be
able to shape the region to bolster U.S. interests. The CCDR theater campaign plans,
by means of necessity, are moving closer to fulfilling the diplomatic, economic and
information void.
Combatant Commanders now baseline all combatant command activities in a
campaign plan for each theater of operation. In the past, CCDRs developed operation
plans for possible contingencies in their theaters, but gone are the days of contingencycentric planning, replaced by a more national strategy-centric focus. The primary focus
of the campaign plan is now on what DOD terms “phase 0 ops” or the stability and
prevention of conflicts in a specific theater. 21 Stability and prevention operations
encompass the synchronized execution of all national instruments of power. The DOD’s
most recent Guidance for the Employment of the Force defines stability operations as
“those military and civilian activities conducted across the spectrum of operations to
establish or maintain order in states and regimes. 22 These are whole-of-government
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missions. The regional CCDR is the only entity with the resources required to pull these
agencies together.
Stability and prevention are beyond the sole capabilities of DOD. The CCDRs
understand they must reach out and include the interagency in planning actions to be
successful. In Pacific Command’s Theater Campaign Plan, the CDRPACOM spells out
his intent as follows, “In concert with interagency allies and partners, USPACOM forces
will enhance security and stability throughout the Asia-Pacific region.” 23 The Theater
Campaign Plan now facilitates the successful practice of having DOD serve as the
executor or partner for interagency programs when executive agents lack the robust
manning and operational capacity. 24 In another recent DOD publication, The Military
Contribution to Cooperative Security Joint Operating Concept (JOC) states, “the role of
the U.S. military will remain protecting and advancing the security interests of the United
States.” 25 This too is a broader and more holistic notion than “fighting and winning the
Nation’s wars.” 26
The JOC describes actions a GCC or Joint Force Commander (JFC) might take
in the context of unified action to advance U.S. interests. Building partnership capacity,
mitigating the underlying causes of conflict and extremism, and setting the conditions
that enable action when military intervention is required are all underlying principles
contained in the JOC. 27 This concept focuses on steady-state, interagency activities
designed to promote an acceptable state of peace and security in a region and preclude
or mitigate crisis. 28 The JOC additionally implies that an approach emphasizing conflict
prevention and resolution to address regional conflict will continue to be a key
component of the U.S. National Security Strategy through 2025. It is for these reasons,
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driven by the U.S. National Security Strategy, and documents like the Global
Employment of the Force, that CCDRs are taking a much more active role in the
diplomatic, informational, and economic instruments of power. These instruments are
being incorporated into daily security cooperation activities with the goal of ensuring
readiness when needed.
Often, DOD is not the first or preferred choice for international leadership but is
often the only resort given the scale and complexity of specific operations. In fact,
“many of DOD’s enduring responsibilities stem from long-recognized gaps in the
broader capacity of other USG agencies.” 29 DOD has become America’s crutch as there
is no other agency in the USG that can fully respond to the complex contingency actions
expected in the 21st Century. “An undeniable strategic reality for DOD today is that if a
contingency is big, bad, sudden, complex, expensive, actually or potentially violent, and
strategically important, it is likely to vault to the top of the Defense priority list.” 30 The
United States citizenry and other USG organizations view the military as the most
capable organization within the government. Militaries have the capacity to get things
done in remote and difficult locations in concrete ways that cause other government
agencies to pale by comparison. 31 This overreliance on DOD inappropriately puts a
military face on any instrument of power.
Organizational culture and design are also contributing to CCDR prevalence in
U.S. foreign affairs. As stated previously, the small regional capabilities of the DOS are
structured around Assistant Secretaries of State located back in Washington D.C. In
contrast, many DOD regional CCDRs have their primary offices forward deployed in the
region. Additionally, although they promote the same U.S. interests, the DOS and DOD
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break the world up in different ways. For example, DOS puts the “Stans” in the South
and Central Asia bureau, while DOD puts them with the Middle-east focused Central
Command. 32 Even China divides up the world according to DOD. 33
Most components of the U.S. national security system are still organized in
hierarchical departments around traditional disciplines as remnants of the Cold War.
Individual departments continue to submit budgets and national strategies are executed
from stovepiped points of view based on traditional roles and responsibilities. As long
as the DOD has a larger regional presence, a bigger budget and more personnel, while
other USG agencies remain slow to embrace the changes required in the new strategic
environment, the military will inappropriately continue to be the primary face of national
power at the regional level.
Re-balancing the way U.S. instruments of power are wielded at the regional
level is imperative when confronting national security challenges across the fullspectrum of operations in today’s strategic environment. Success in the current
environment can only be achieved by an organization capable of equally integrating all
instruments of national power.
Post-Cold War Strategic Environment
There is much talk and debate nationally on today’s threat and the type of conflict
the United States will face over the next 25 years. In the last 20 years, the strategic
environment has gone from a multipolar, superpower standoff between the Soviet Union
and the United States to a unipolar, single superpower situation that the U.S.
dominates. The emerging regional powers of today could move to superpower status in
the future, but as of today, the U.S. has no near peer competitor in conventional military
capabilities. This military hegemony causes potential adversaries to explore new
9

options and expands the overall national security mission from a once state-centric
approach to a construct where non-state actors also play key roles.
The Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, Michele Flournoy, and Shawn
Brimley, a key advisor, recently offered their thoughts on what they believe to be a new,
expansive, and expanding defense portfolio.
In broad terms…the US military will increasingly face three types of
challenges: rising tensions in the global commons; hybrid threats that
contain a mix of traditional and irregular forms of conflict; and the problem
of weak and failing states. 34
Discussions on current and future national threats are moving from the
dichotomous choice between counterinsurgency and traditional warfare to the more allinclusive form of conflict where competitors employ all forms of war, possibly
simultaneously. 35 This new form of conflict, where state and non-state adversaries
collectively employ combinations of capabilities to gain an asymmetric advantage is
termed the “hybrid threat.” Future threats can be increasingly characterized by a hybrid
blend of traditional and irregular tactics, decentralized planning and execution, and
nonstate actors, using both simple and sophisticated technologies in innovative ways. 36
Hybrid threats incorporate a range of different modes of warfare including conventional
capabilities, irregular tactics and formations, terrorist acts (including indiscriminate
violence and coercion), and criminal disorder. 37 Hybrid threats blend the lethality of state
conflict with the fanatical and protracted fervor of irregular warfare. In such conflicts,
future adversaries (states, state-sponsored groups, or self-funded actors) exploit access
to modern military capabilities. 38
Hybrid threats naturally lead to a new kind of conflict—hybrid warfare. In hybrid
warfare, the adversary most likely presents unique threats specifically designed to
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target vulnerabilities. 39 Instead of separate challengers with fundamentally different
approaches (conventional, irregular, or terrorist), future competitors will employ
symmetric and asymmetric forms of war, including criminal behavior. 40 The greatest
future challenge will come not from a state that selects one approach, but from states or
groups that choose from a wide menu of tactics and technologies and then blend them
in innovative ways to match their own strategic culture, geography, and aims. 41
Evidence from open sources suggests that several powers in the Middle East are
modifying their forces to exploit this more complex and more diffused method of conflict.
It is increasingly irrelevant to characterize states as essentially traditional forces, or nonstate actors as inherently irregular. Future challenges will present a more complex array
of alternative structures and strategies, as was seen in the battle between Israel and
Hizballah in the summer of 2006. 42 Ralph Peters described the combination of
Hizballah’s combat cells and militia as “a hybrid of guerrillas and regular troops—a form
of opponent that U.S. forces are apt to encounter with increasing frequency.” 43
The U.S. must adapt appropriately to confront hybrid threats operating across the
full spectrum of operations. The CCDR-centric military application of U.S. national
power at the regional level is potentially incapable, under the current governmental
construct, to fully integrate the diplomatic, informational, military and economic
instruments of power. National security leaders must examine the threat and adjust the
organization to adequately address the changing strategic environment.
A Hybrid Organization for Full Spectrum Operations
Full spectrum operations require the USG to synchronize elements of national
power to advance interests around the world in today’s hybrid environment. The USG
must reorganize its national security apparatus to ensure attainment of objectives
11

related to national security. The United States still organizes its national elements of
power along historic Cold War lines where DOS held a monopoly on the diplomatic and
economic instruments of power and the military focused solely on the traditional
Clausewitzian form of warfare with the Soviet Union. However, in the last 20 years
there has been greater likelihood of operating in the peacetime crisis, low intensity and
mid-intensity conflict areas within the spectrum of operations.
The increasingly probable scenario of involvement in a hybrid conflict, or
encountering some type of hybrid threat in any national operation, and operating in
contested urban zones is a stressing one that generates operational risk in the near- to
mid-term for U.S. national interests. Stability operations are expected to occur more
frequently, while conventional type of warfare is expected to be the new one percent
possibility in this same range. 44
A whole-of-government approach is needed at the regional level to synchronize
all national elements of power. Army Field Manual (FM) 3-07, Stability Operations,
defines the whole-of-government approach as one that “integrates the collaborative
efforts of the departments and agencies of the United States Government to achieve
unity of effort toward a shared goal.” 45 Field Manual 3-07 goes on to say that a whole-ofgovernment approach is vital to achieving the balance of resources, capabilities and
activities that reinforce progress made by one of the instruments of national power while
enabling success among the others.
A whole-of-government approach is directed under National Security Policy
Directive 44, Management of Interagency Efforts Concerning Reconstruction and
Stabilization. 46 As the USG departments are currently configured, interagency
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coordination among agencies attempts to ensure that the full range of capabilities is
brought to the table. Success in this approach depends upon the ability of civilians and
military forces to plan jointly and respond quickly and effectively through an integrated,
interagency approach to a dynamic situation. 47 Under this construct, agencies must be
willing to share resources and prioritize the relationship accordingly to work toward a
common goal. Many departmental resources are in short supply and must be managed
based on priority.
A key to a successful whole-of-government approach is operational integration
from the onset. Planning, execution and feedback must involve all agencies from the
beginning. Under today’s construct, a single department will develop an entire plan and
then forward it to another department for coordination. A better methodology would be
integration from the beginning. For the whole-of-government approach to be
successful, FM 3-07 states all actors must be represented, integrated, and actively
involved in the process; share an understanding of the situation and problem to be
resolved; strive for unity of effort toward achieving a common goal; integrate and
synchronize capabilities and activities; and collectively determine the resources,
capabilities, and activities necessary to achieve their goal. 48 Commander, USPACOM,
includes in his Theater Campaign Plan (TCP) that through the effective, long-range U.S.
interagency activity planning and inculcation in the TCP process, USPACOM forces and
resources can best meet national policy goals. 49 A combination of diplomatic,
economic, military, and informational objectives is central to supporting U.S. interests in
each theater of operations.
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Although a whole-of-government approach is widely accepted as a requirement
for successful full spectrum operations, it is nonetheless extremely rare to find the
requisite levels of political, military, economic, and civil resources being successfully
integrated into the overall effort. 50 Integration is much different than coordination. Joint
Publication 1, Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United States, the capstone
publication for joint operations, identifies interagency coordination as the vital link
between military, diplomatic, informational and economic instruments of national power.
Joint Pub 1 also states that military operations must be coordinated, integrated, and/or
deconflicted with the activities of other agencies of the USG, IGOs, NGOs, regional
organizations, the operations of foreign forces and the activities of various host nation
organizations. 51 Integration is the cornerstone of Army FM 3-07 and several studies
have shown that coordination is problematic, however, coordination continues to be the
methodology employed.
In 2006, the Iraq Study Group issued a sweeping recommendation on national
security policy that went well beyond the subject of the Iraq War:
For the longer term, the United States government needs to improve how
its constituent agencies—Defense, State, USAID, Treasury, Justice, the
intelligence community, and others—respond to a complex stability
operation like that represented by this decade’s Iraq and Afghanistan wars
and the previous decades’ operations in the Balkans. 52
The Iraq Study Group report went as far as recommending a sweeping change
similar to what the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986 did for jointness in the armed forces.
Today, there is agreement in pockets across the interagency that the national security
system must become more integrated and adaptable. The USG is currently unequipped
to integrate the various departments or harness their skills to carry out complex
operations. 53 In his 2006 letter to the White House, Senator John Warner wrote, “the
14

missions in Iraq and Afghanistan have revealed that our government is not adequately
organized to conduct interagency operations.” 54 There are too many players and each
wants to protect their mission, resources, and independence. Until participating
agencies get beyond coordination to embrace integration, the interagency will continue
to be less effective and underutilized.
The U.S. National Security System is very complex, and obtaining coordination
between all agencies is extremely difficult. There are competing priorities and
interagency operations are never looked upon as favorably as internal agency problems
and agenda items. During President George W. Bush’s first administration, there were 9
unified commands, 16 agencies in the Intelligence community, 17 agencies in DOD, 17
committees on the NSC, 22 agencies folded into the Department of Homeland Security,
and 305 embassies, consulates, and diplomatic missions around the globe. 55 Unity of
effort must be brought to the interagency, especially at the regional level.
A New Operational Objective
The time to reorganize the operational element of the national security system is
upon us. Interagency departments and numerous studies have shown the difficulty in
coordination between the myriad of agencies present in today’s system. However,
coordination is not enough, there must be integration across the operational spectrum,
and plans must be built from the ground up with all agencies involved. Gone should be
the days of a CCDR building a theater engagement or campaign plan and including a
separate interagency annex at the end, only to send it forward to the National Security
Council for coordination among the interagency after SECDEF approval. Conversely,
State Department Country Team activities should be integrated and synchronized with a
CCDR’s campaign plan. As it stands now, a CCDR may have to coordinate with over 30
15

separate U.S. Ambassadors on his regional campaign plan and there are many
activities that a country team accomplishes that could positively or negatively affect a
CCDR’s effort in the same area. There is just not enough time to fully integrate and
synchronize all activities. This lack of synchronization leads to redundancy, undermining
of certain efforts, strained relationships between all players and improperly managed
resources. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates recently commented:
If we are to meet the myriad challenges around the world in the coming
decades, this country must strengthen other important elements of
national power both institutionally and financially, and create the capability
to integrate and apply all of the elements of national power to problems
and challenges abroad… New institutions are needed for the twenty-first
century, new organizations with a twenty-first century mindset. 56
The new way is obvious – integration instead of coordination, and a new framework
capable of synchronizing the planning and execution of all elements of national power
across the full spectrum of operations.
Interagency Regional Operations Centers (IROC)
An operational organization must be constructed that ensures unity of effort and
unity of command. The Departments of State, Defense, and all relevant interagency
partners should form integrated regional operations centers (Example: IROC-C for the
Central Region) for each of the currently identified DOD theaters. These centers should
all be at strategic locations within the region. This center will be the one place that
integrates all elements of U.S. national power into an effective regional strategy
supporting U.S. grand strategy.
The Department of State should assign a senior civilian to the region to direct the
center and oversee the regional implementation of all diplomatic, economic and
informational elements of power. The current DOD Combatant Commander would
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serve as the IROC Deputy Director and retain his command authority over military
personnel in the region. The CCDR would continue to be responsible for implementing
the military instrument of power but would synchronize all military efforts with other
elements. The staffs of DOD, DOS, and other interagency partners would no longer be
separate but integrated across the organization.
The Department of State country teams and respective ambassadors would
report to the center and the CCDR’s current organization would be subsumed by the
center. Other interagency partners would lead required divisions within IROC yet all
evaluations and administrative actions would be completed within the center’s chain of
command. A regional engagement plan would be required to maximize the
synchronization and implementation of all elements of U.S. power and an organization
with a single chain of command would ensure unity of command and effort across all
regional activities.
Empowering a senior civilian as the center’s director returns a civilian face to all
regional activities and removes the CCDR from the media spotlight, helping to reduce
the over politicization of the military. As we have seen with Iraq and Afghanistan, it is
easy for a government official to alter a strategy and portray the military commander as
the responsible agent for the USG. The military commander becomes the voice of the
government and the associated success or failure is diverted inappropriately, to the
military alone. 57 Lastly, a single chain of command across the centers would facilitate a
better understanding of roles and responsibilities across both the civilian and military
senior leadership, alleviating the military advice versus public dissent argument.
Managing civil-military relations so that civilian and military roles are not blurred, while
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ensuring civilian and military competencies are maximized are important ingredients for
strategic success. 58
The center would be under the operational control of the National Security
Council (NSC), reporting directly to the President. Current USG departments would
provide trained personnel and equipment, similar to the military services’ role in
manning the combatant commands. The NSC staff must grow significantly in order to
take on this role. While actual command authorities must be constructed and worked
out in a separate effort, it is obvious the capabilities of the NSC must be increased to
adequately take on a strategic headquarters role.
The Ashridge Centre, a strategy research group, collected data in the 1990s that
suggest a hypothetical corporation with 4 million employees would have more that 3,200
staff members in its corporate headquarters. 59 Currently, the NSC, which should be the
headquarters for the national security system, is approximately one-fifteenth that size,
with 71 funded employee slots and 155 detailees. 60 An NSC that is vaulted into a
command and control function, with so little capability as currently configured, could
never effectively coordinate the efforts of its subordinate regional centers. Like the
staffs of the IROCs, the authorizations and resources required to bolster the NSC
should come from the existing departments in their proposed resource provider roles.
The center’s budget submissions would be made directly to the NSC based upon
specific missions and annual operations rather than via historical departmental lines.
Each department would then divest that part of its respective budget currently allocated
for regional engagement or aid. Initially, I recommend Congress direct the
establishment of a single center in the AFRICOM area of responsibility to evaluate the
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concept via the next National Defense Authorization Act. Following a 2-year test period,
I recommend codifying the center in an Interagency Reorganization Act. Obviously,
additional Congressional action would be required for budgetary and organizational
changes.
Adopting an IROC construct is an out-of-the-box idea that will draw push-back
from the various departments on relinquishing personnel, budget authority, direct
mission oversight and ultimately power within the Executive Branch. DOD has the most
to lose and DOS the most to gain, but Secretary Gates has made it clear that the
diplomatic, economic, and informational elements of national power should be
strengthened. He has recognized that it would take a new institution with a 21st Century
construct to accomplish this task. 61
There has been much discussion lately on how the interagency should move
forward to ensure success across the full spectrum of operations. In all cases, each
agency continues to protect its own primacy. Combatant Commands have developed
different levels of joint interagency task forces to bring interagency members into the
planning and execution cycle of operations inside their commands, but in the end, the
interagency does not send decision makers or its best people to these positions. There
have been discussions within the departments and Congress on a possible
“interagency” combatant command, but here again, the other departments would have
to come over to the Department of Defense’s turf, fueling the long-standing and
complicated interdepartmental battles seen in current contingencies.
In a recent memo from the Secretary of Defense to the Secretary of State,
Secretary Gates proposed a new model of shared responsibility and pooled resources
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for cross-cutting security challenges. 62 He proposed pooled funding mechanisms for
three specific missions; Security Capacity Building, Stabilization, and Conflict
Prevention, which span DOD and DOS mission areas. 63 These new budgetary accounts
are on the right track, but are only a portion of the solution that I propose above. I agree
that budget authority must come separately based on missions to be performed.
However, I also think that all agencies should assign members to a single hybrid
organization with a separate mission statement, vision, and with the objective to fully
integrate U.S. national power into a synchronized effort.
The window is now open with both Secretaries wanting reform, and the IROC is
the construct that best captures the interagency mindset. The IROC is the new Ways –
it is designed to integrate and harness each department’s piece of U.S. power into a
single and focused implementer of that power. The biggest risk associated with the
IROC is the cultural change associated with the construct and the time that will be
required to implement the concept. It took the military over 20 years to harness a
majority of the potential envisioned in the 1986 GW-N Act. Another risk is the possibility
that Congress could intervene and alter the proposal to improve its oversight and
monitoring.
Today’s coordination status quo may be acceptable to all departments because it
preserves their primacy in the personnel, budgetary and mission areas, but it is not
suitable for reaching the desired end state—there must be a balance between the Ends,
Ways, and Means. The IROC is a feasible solution that provides this balance by
offering a different way for integrating the national instruments of power. And while the
contributions of each department will remain unbalanced with DOD as the primary
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provider, the new IROC can manage and integrate all departmental means into an
effective organization that puts the right face on the various instruments of power. This
integrated organization can then effectively use all tools in the pursuit of U.S. national
objectives. In a post-Cold War strategic environment, plagued by constrained
resources, success across the spectrum of operations is a necessity and interagency
integration is a must.
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